Estimation of uncertainties on dose calculations of the 99mTc-MDP-injected patients in nuclear medicine.
The internal exposures of the patients in nuclear medicine can be calculated based on the equations and data in ICRP Publications 53 and 80. Physical and biological parameters are used for the calculation, and both include uncertainties. Physical parameters can be considered as more precise than biological parameters, so that uncertainties originated from biological parameters are more important. Absorbed fractions (AFs) have been calculated by Monte-Carlo method using medical internal radiation dose (MIRD)-type mathematical phantoms. They depend on the shapes and sizes of the phantoms used in simulations. For estimating shape- and size-related uncertainties, AFs of pairs of source regions and target tissues of the patient-injected 99mTc-MDP were calculated by using EGS4 codes and a voxel phantom of Japanese male. By simply resizing the voxels of the phantom, the dependencies of size for AFs were calculated, and the uncertainties caused by the cumulated activities in source regions were also estimated by assuming these parameters distributions as Gaussian.